Karma Saṁnyāsa Yoga

÷loka 14

n ktROTvã n km;Ri, lokSy sOjit p[.u" )
n kmRflsãyogã Sv.;vStu p[vtRte _ 14_
na kartŸtvaÚ na karmÅœi lokasya sŸjati prabhuæ
na karma-phalasaÚ-yogaÚ svabhÅvastu pravartate
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for this world
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the Lord
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Chapter V

Verse 14
If God Is Separate From Everything, Then
How Are Actions Performed?
14
Neither agency nor action does the Lord create for the world, nor
union with the fruits of action; it is nature that acts.
The supreme Self is pure intelligence and infinite
consciousness. It is eternal unchanging reality. It is independent
of prakṛti and the agents of prakṛti such as the ego, mind, and
intellect. The Self neither performs action directly, nor does it
permit action through any agency. The Self does not even connect
any action with its appropriate result. For example, if someone
makes plans to build a house and begins construction, the Self has
no part in the planning or construction. If the house has a cracked
wall after its completion, the Self has no responsibility for the poor
result.
Now the question arises, if the Self has nothing to do
with the actions, or with the favorable and unfavorable results
of actions performed through the agencies of nature, are humans
completely separate from the Self? Without the Self, no life, no
activity, and no existence are possible. Therefore, the Self (puruṣa)
and matter (prakṛti) must have some relationship.
In its primal form, prakṛti is the state of equilibrium of
the cosmic forces called guṇas: sattva (purity), rajas (activity), and
tamas (inertia). In the proximity of puruṣa, the equilibrium of the
guṇas is unbalanced and evolution begins. The first evolute of
prakṛti is cosmic consciousness (chitta). When the light of puruṣa
reflects in chitta, the jīvātma or individual self is constituted. Puruṣa
itself is free from action and reaction. However, when puruṣa
reflects in buddhi (intellect) and buddhi reflects back in puruṣa, the
sense of “I” arises. When this “I” sense functions through the
agencies of the jīvātma (mind, body, senses), it becomes the ego
(ahaṁkāra). The ego is the performer of action and enjoyer of its
fruit.
In the same way that a tree reflecting on a lake appears to
move when there are ripples on the water, the Self appears as if it
is acting when it reflects in the three guṇas. In reality the nature of
the Self is absolute consciousness, existence, and peace.
The essence of this verse is that the agency of action, the
action, and the fruit of action are creations of the human ego. By
removing the ego from these three aspects of prakṛti, one can attain
complete peace.
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÷loka 15

n;d�e kSyicTp;pã n cwv su’tã iv.u" )
aD;nen;vOtã D;nã ten muÁiNt jNtv" _ 15_
nÅdatte kasyacitpÅpaÚ na caiva sukŸtaÚ vibhuæ
ajñÅnenÅvŸtaÚ jñÅnaÚ tena muhyanti jantavaæ
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Chapter V

Verse 15
Who Reaps the Fruit of Virtuous and Sinful Action?
15
The Lord does not receive the virtue or sin of anyone. Knowledge
is enveloped by ignorance and thereby beings are deluded.
The all-pervading supreme Lord is completely separate
from all functions of nature. The association between the supreme
Self (puruṣa) and nature (prakṛti) is strictly one of influence. It is by
the mere presence of the supreme Self that nature is influenced to
evolve. The sun is so far away and yet its reflection on different
objects such as a solar heater, solar cooker, or solar car brings
different kinds of activities that appear in the different objects.
The sun does not create the activities; its mere presence brings
activity in those objects. Similarly the mind, intellect, and ego are
illuminated by the presence of the Self and yet the Self is separate.
In reality, the omnipresent Lord does not take any active part in
the evolutionary process, nor does the Lord take any interest in
the virtuous and sinful actions of any living beings.
Knowledge is enveloped by ignorance - The Self is pure
consciousness. However, when the reflection of the pure Self gets
rooted in buddhi (the intellect), it becomes obscured and through
ignorance develops the ego that thinks, “I receive,” “I give,” and
“I eat.” It is that ego sense in human beings that veils the true
knowledge, and consequently develops the perception of merits
and demerits. For the supreme Self there are neither merits nor
demerits.
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÷loka 16

D;nen tu tdD;nã yeW;ã n;ixtm;Tmn" )
teW;m;idTyvJD;nã p[k;xyit tTprm( _ 16_
jñÅnena tu tadajñÅnaÚ ye„ÅÚ nÅ±itamÅtmanaæ
te„ÅmÅdityavajjñÅnaÚ prakÅ±ayati tatparam
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Chapter V

Verse 16
True Knowledge Leads to God-Realization
16
But to those whose ignorance is destroyed by the knowledge of
the Self, like the sun, knowledge reveals to them the supreme.
When egoism (“I” sense) identifies the Self with the mindbody complex, it creates ignorance. Ignorance creates egocentric
concepts and desires, and as a result the ego flourishes in the
mind, body, and intellect. That same ignorance becomes the
cause of separation from God (Self) and it is also the cause of all
human suffering. In the same way that darkness is removed by
the appearance of the sun, all misery ends for one who removes
the veil of ignorance by achieving Self-knowledge. Through that
knowledge the supreme is revealed to the yogi.
How is it that the ego sense, which pales in comparison
to the light of the Self, obscures the Self? The answer is that the
ego is like a small cloud which is insignificant in comparison to
the vastness and glow of the sun. But, when that cloud appears
directly in front of the sun, it veils the sun completely. In reality
the sun is not actually veiled by the cloud, but when the cloud
passes between the observer and the sun, for that person the sun
disappears.
The Self is infinite and unchanging reality. By contrast,
ignorance is finite, always changing and unreal. The cloud of
ignorance manifests due to the wrong identification of the Self
with the mind-body complex. The ego self (jīva) cannot see
through the cloud of ignorance and consequently experiences
a feeling of separation from the Self. When the ignorance is
removed, the Self is recognized in its real sense, just as the sun is
seen clearly when the cloud has moved away.
The light of the sun is the only means by which the sun
can be seen and recognized. In the same way the light of the Self,
which is pure consciousness, is the only means by which the Self
can be recognized. As soon as the veil of ignorance is removed, the
ego self finds itself merging in the light of the Self, and it becomes
one with the Self.
When there is no “I” there is liberation. When there is “I”
there is bondage.
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÷loka 17

td(buıyStd;Tm;nStiÑœ;StTpr;y,;" )
gCzNTypunr;vOi�ã D;n in/RUtkLmW;" _ 17_
tadbuddhayastadÅtmÅnas----tanni„ÊhÅstatparÅyaœaæ
gacchantyapunarÅvŸttiÚ jñÅna nirdhâtakalma„Åæ
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those whose sins have
						
been dispelled by
						
knowledge
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Chapter V

Verse 17
One Who Has Obtained the Supreme Has No More Births
17
Their intellect absorbed in That, their self being That, established
in That, with That for their supreme goal, they go from where
there is no return, their sins dispelled by knowledge.
A yogi who attains the supreme lives in union with the Self
in every aspect of life. The yogi's intellect is absorbed in the Self,
and the yogi's mind rests firmly in identity with God. All actions
and emotions of the yogi cherish God and the yogi is absorbed in
the infinite bliss of the absolute Brahma. The yogi's goal is nothing
but the Self, which is realized as limitless or infinite. The yogi who
attains the reality of life and truthfully identifies the Self within,
will not be charmed by the world of duality with its pleasure and
pain, likes and dislikes. Nor is there any chance that such a yogi
will ever come back to that world of duality.
from where there is no return - This means falling back
into ignorance. Since the yogi's ego has already been transcended,
the yogi will have no desire of any kind for the objects of the
senses. Sins are nothing but the desire for sensual objects, which
block one’s self development and bind a person in ignorance.
Those sins are eliminated by knowledge of the Self.
When, to the knower of Brahma, everything has become
Self, what else will be desired? For such a person, all dualities
subside.
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